Secure the future of your business

The world’s leading technology infrastructure providers, SaaS companies, and enterprises – including the top 5 cloud service providers – rely on Coalfire to strengthen their security posture and secure their digital transformations. As the largest firm dedicated to cybersecurity, Coalfire delivers a comprehensive suite of advisory and managed services, spanning cyber strategy and risk, cloud security, threat and vulnerability management, application security, privacy, and compliance management. A proven leader in cybersecurity for the past 20 years, Coalfire combines extensive cloud expertise, advanced technology, and innovative approaches that fuel success.

Cloud security experts
• Securing public, private, hybrid, and multi-cloud environments
• Serving the five largest IaaS providers and 8 out of the top 10 SaaS providers
• Holding more than 200 cloud security certifications, spanning 10 programs

Tech-enabled approach
• Cloud-based CoalfireOne enterprise risk and compliance platform, which is utilized by more than 6,000 client stakeholders
• One of the industry’s largest, most advanced testing and adversary operations teams
• 4 million vulnerabilities uncovered each year

Trusted market leaders
• 20 years leading the cybersecurity industry
• More than 1,800 clients across a broad set of industry sectors
• #1 in compliance, supporting all major frameworks

Industry- and client-focused innovators
• More than 90 industry certifications and affiliations
• First to market in cloud security engineering, privacy, and key compliance areas like PCI and CMMC
• More than 50 open source and purpose-built security tools created and shared

Security driving business success

Coalfire.com | 877-224-8077
Strategy, privacy, and risk
Through a proven, strategic approach, our experts identify risk, address gaps, and establish metrics to help you develop and mature a business-aligned cybersecurity program.

Cloud security services
From strategy and readiness assessments, to migration and ongoing optimization, we give you the power to capitalize on the full promise of the cloud.

Threat and vulnerability management
By identifying and managing vulnerabilities through a programmatic approach, we drive improvements in your security posture and risk decisions.

Secure product development
Our holistic approach to testing and development facilitates faster time to market and improves the security of your products and applications.

Cybersecurity compliance and assessments
Through services that mitigate risk, reduce audit fatigue, and improve security, we help you build a sustainable program that speeds time to compliance so you can access new markets faster.

Managed services
To achieve a stronger security and compliance posture, place the operational burden of supporting your cybersecurity infrastructure on our cloud security experts.